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October is National Breast Cancer Awareness month. While this is an

ongoing disease with no cure we would like to take a moment to recognize

the people it has affected directly or by proxy. When a disease is present in

a family member, it is present in the entire family. The efforts, the agony, the

journey, the fight is daily and relentless. However, there is something that

we hardly discuss when it comes to Breast Cancer, and that is the journey

of the entire family.

The person fighting the disease needs to know they are not a burden, that

they are loved, and that it’s okay that everyday brings a new normal for

everyone.  The family has to understand that none of this is to be taken

personally. In the middle of fighting cancer, you’re in the middle of war, so

hurt feelings may be a part of that atmosphere. It is not intentional.

Likewise, if children are involved, it’s hard for them to see the effect of the

treatment, because they may not understand why you’re feeling weak, tired,

nauseous, irritated, in pain, less hair or no hair, it’s difficult. So children can

begin to act out and feel very alone. They may feel that the overall struggle

is too great, and their world of struggle couldn’t possibly be important. We



have to reassure them that ALL issues are important cancer related or not.

We have to keep communication open, so sometimes that means allowing

them to talk to you while you fall asleep. Everything is important. Everything

has to be because you don’t want to have any regrets.  So, as a family, talk

about the tough things, ask the hard questions, laugh over nothing, but

remember each of you matters. As a result, when we have knowledge of

someone going through the fight of cancer, let’s support the entire family

unit mentally, emotionally, physically, financially, spiritually, and

consistently!

Our Feature Product
We are absolutely featuring this product to alert the men there is something for them on deck! Even better, it can

be used with the Fanatical Mango Butter and the Leave in Conditioners for maximum benefits!



Watch Beard Energy video
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Beard Energy Oil for Men…It works!!
by Yvonne Gray

B.I.G.E. BEARD ENERGY OIL

Beard Energy Oil is the first product released in our men’s beard line.  It has

very unique properties that allow for your beard and the skin beneath to be

well cared for. It’s so simple! The biggest thing you need to know is that all

https://clipchamp.com/watch/Ze63F5so05U


of our products are and will remain coconut free!  Just knowing some of

the benefits of our oil will definitely leave you hurrying to place your

order…take a look!

Argan oil is one of the top moisturizers! It helps acne prone skin, and

sensitive skin.  Now what does Apricot Oil do? Glad you asked! Apricot Oil

maintains softness, radiance of skin and hair. Best of all it stimulates

longer, stronger, thicker hair! These are only two ingredients! The benefits

are almost endless!! Follow the link to our website and place your order

today!
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